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Are there differences in responses to social identity questions in face-to-face versus telephone interviews? Results of an experiment on a longitudinal survey

Alita Nandi and Lucinda Platt

Abstract
This paper investigates the effect of interview mode (telephone vs. face-to-face) on responses to a 13-item module of identity questions covering distinct domains. With increasing moves towards mixed-mode implementation, especially in longitudinal surveys, establishing whether mode effects are likely to influence findings is of practical value. A growing number of studies explore mode effects; but the potential impact of mode on identity questions has not been investigated, even though such questions are increasingly being asked in multi-topic surveys. Adjusting for selection, we find little evidence for specific mode effects. The exception is responses on political identity: telephone responders are eight percentage points more likely to consider politics important to their identity. We do not find differences in data quality as measured by item non-response, straightlining, primacy and recency effects across modes. We conclude that mode effects are small for identity questions.

Introduction
In a context in which national surveys face declining response and increasing costs, sequential mixed mode designs have offered one potential route to maintaining sample sizes at reduced costs (Couper, 2011; de Leeuw, 2005; Dillman et al., 2009). This has been a particular consideration for longitudinal surveys where the establishment of panels has successfully been used as the basis for more economical modes of follow-up without pre-supposing loss of data quality. For example, the well-established US Panel Study of Income Dynamics now uses telephone to re-contact its respondents, the Longitudinal Study of Young People in England moved to mixed mode for its later sweeps, the National Child Development Survey introduced sequential mixed mode for the age 55 survey, while the UK Labour Force Survey involves quarterly telephone follow-ups to an initial face-to-face contact. However, such mixing of interview modes may come at the cost of non-comparability, particularly in relation to questions that are more sensitive to the mode of administration (Tourangeau & Smith, 1996).
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A number of studies have considered the potential impact of mixed mode designs on quality and accuracy of response, through investigation of ‘mode effects’ (see e.g. de Leeuw, 2005; Dillman, 2000; Dillman & Tarnai, 1988; Holbrook, Green, & Kronnick, 2003; Jäckle, Roberts, & Lynn, 2010; Lynn, 1998). As well as identifying those questions that tend to be most sensitive to mode effects, such as sensitive behavioural questions or attitudinal questions, the literature has also indicated ways in which the impact of mode can be mitigated by effective design (Dillman, 2000). While the differences in mode effects across telephone and face-to-face surveys tend to be rather small (de Leeuw, 2005), the direction of effects in terms of data quality have not always been shown to be consistent, with some suggesting higher quality in face-to-face (de Leeuw, 2005) and others in telephone surveys (Biemer, 2001; Groves, 1990). The bulk of investigation of mode effects has, however, focused on cross-sectional experimental and non-experimental contexts (de Leeuw, 2005), rather than testing for mode differences among those who are already respondents to an existing survey, as in the case of longitudinal surveys.

Capitalising on a unique experimental survey methodological resource, we test for mode effects on both data quality (as measured by item non-response, straightlining, primacy and recency effects) and on substantive responses to social identity questions, for a longitudinal sample. By social identity we refer to individuals’ recognition of belonging to a particular social group, and their evaluation of the affective importance of such belonging (Tajfel, 1981; see also Hogg, 2006). Our suite of 13 identity questions do not represent a single, coherent, latent identity factor, but measure distinct aspects of a person’s self-concept. Such measures are typically used by social psychologists to investigate identity in specific populations (e.g. Phinney, 1990; Verkuyten, 2007). More recently, analysis of identity in nationally representative samples is being eagerly taken up by a range of disciplines, utilising available measures in large-scale multi-topic surveys (e.g. Casey & Dustmann, 2010; Manning & Roy, 2010; Platt, 2014; Tilley, 2003). However, we know very little about how identity questions perform across modes. Evidence on the robustness of identity questions to a mixed-mode context could have practical implications for the analysis of identity across different surveys and the estimation of identity change over time.

We use an experiment involving random allocation to telephone or face-to-face mode and implement a ‘unimode’ design (Dillman, 2000) intended to remove sources of variation between the modes as far as possible. By these means, we argue, we should be able to isolate and evaluate any direct mode effects, i.e. those related solely to the physical presence or absence of the interviewer. This enables us to test competing expectations of mode effects on the varied domains of self-concept covered by our 13 identity questions.

By restricting our analysis to those who are existing respondents to a longitudinal study, we reduce the traditional advantage of face-to-face studies in terms of engaging respondents and establishing trust. Typically, face-to-face interviews have an advantage over telephone mode in terms of data quality due to the relative ease of establishing trust through rapport. However, this higher rapport can also increase the probability of socially desirable answers to sensitive questions (Krumpal, 2013). In longitudinal surveys, existing respondents to the survey, who respond at a second or later sweep (by whatever mode) can be assumed to be equally engaged with and trusting of the survey.

By these means, we were able to identify whether there were any genuine mode effects in the quality or nature of responses. We found few differences across the two modes. We did not find any differences in data quality as measured by straightlining, primary and recency effects but found small mode effects in item non-response for occupational identity, which could be fully accounted for by slight differences in the composition of face-to-face and telephone samples. In terms of response patterns, we found significant mode effects of eight percentage points in responses relating to political identity, with stronger assertions of political identity among telephone responders. This difference suggested that, under conditions of equal trust in the survey, telephone interviews may offer greater social distance and lead to more open responses in a domain (politics) that is recognised as being subject to substantial social desirability bias. However, we cannot dismiss the possibility that with a suite of 13 questions, one significant finding may be due to chance. On balance and under effective design conditions, identity questions appear robust to mode.
Background: existing literature and implications

Size of mode effects

The use of different modes for two consecutive interview sweeps or waves in longitudinal studies is well-established across a number of large-scale surveys, such as in the quarterly phone follow-ups to the UK Labour Force Survey, or the alternate phone and face-to-face interviews in the Health and Retirement Study. Moreover, there is long-standing use of phone in established panels such as the Panel Study of Income Dynamics. In a context in which there are increasing pressures to reduce survey costs on high quality surveys, sequential mixed mode designs within a sweep have offered an additional potential route to maintaining sample sizes at reduced costs (Couper, 2011; de Leeuw, 2005; Dillman, 2000). While, there is not yet consensus as to whether the promised gains can be delivered by mixed mode designs (Humphrey, 2013; Lynn, Uhrig, & Burton, 2010), they are nevertheless being implemented or proposed in an increasing number of longitudinal studies, such as the age 55 sweep of the UK National Child Development Survey. In such circumstances the issue of potential mode effects becomes acute.

Mode of data collection in surveys, which can range from face-to-face interviews to telephone to self-completion (paper and increasingly web), is recognised to have a potential impact on the ways in which respondents answer questions. There is now a wealth of research investigating the size and causes of these effects (de Leeuw, 2005; Dillman, 2000; Dillman & Tarnai, 1988; Holbrook et al., 2003; Jäckle et al., 2010; Kreuter, Presser, & Tourangeau, 2008; Lynn, 1998; Tourangeau & Smith, 1996). Overall, existing reviews comparing face-to-face and telephone (de Leeuw, 2005; de Leeuw & van der Zouwen, 1988) indicate that there appear to be relatively few differences between the two interviewer-administered modes of telephone and face-to-face. This contrasts with the greater mode effects found between interviewer-administered (e.g. face-to-face) and self-completion (e.g. web or paper) modes, where there are clear differences in the extent of perceived privacy of responses and interviewer control or support. Mode effects between telephone and face-to-face can, however, arise for particular types of question form and particular types of content (de Leeuw, 2005; de Leeuw & van der Zouwen, 1988; Holbrook et al., 2003; Kormendi, 1988; Tourangeau & Smith, 1996). For example, mode effects are significant for ‘vaguely quantified questions’ (Dillman & Tarnai, 1988) and sensitive topics such as income (Kormendi, 1988). In general, mode effects tend to be slightly larger for attitudinal or sensitive behavioural questions (Krumpal, 2013; Tourangeau, 2004; Tourangeau & Smith, 1996).

de Leeuw (2005) finds that item non response tends to be slightly higher on telephone compared to face-to-face surveys. By contrast, Biemer (2001) found that quality was higher in telephone compared to face-to-face responses, with reduced measurement error (even if higher non-response bias); and Groves (1990) argued that item non-response was lower on telephone surveys: those who respond to telephone surveys may produce slightly lower item non response because they are a more compliant group than those in face-to-face surveys.

This discrepancy in findings stems in part from the fact that apparent mode effects can capture differences in characteristics or context between those responding to the two modes, that is, factors over and above the key differences of the physical presence or absence of an interviewer. These include differences in sampling frames, response rates, survey organisation, questionnaire design and format (Jäckle et al., 2010; Roberts, 2007) as well as observed and unobserved differences between the respondents to the different modes. If such factors can be equalised across modes by a consistent survey context (the same sample and survey organisation), by random allocation to mode, and equivalent engagement of participants, then we expect (1) mode effects to be small, and (2) these mode effects would be attributable to the physical presence or absence of the interviewer only.

Direction of mode effects

Mode effects that remain after equalisation of all other conditions and context across modes will stem from the nature of the questions and the physical presence or absence of the interviewer. Mode may affect both the quality of responses and the nature of responses provided by respondents.
In relation to quality of response (that is non-response or satisficing), the visual stimulus of the interviewer's presence may have relevance for pace and engagement. Telephone interviews can increase the pace of the interview giving the impression that there is less time to respond because 'silences during telephone conversations can feel awkward' (Holbrook et al., 2003). Only hearing the question and not being able to see the interviewer during a telephone interview may also make the respondent more fatigued. This may result in more off the cuff responses (satisficing) in telephone interviews (Holbrook et al., 2003), though Jäckle et al. (2010) found no evidence of satisficing in their study of modes in the European Social Survey. In addition, a person is more likely to be multi-tasking during a telephone interview when the interviewer cannot see them. Overall questionnaire length can affect the probability of both fatigue and multi-tasking and, again, this is likely to have more of an impact on telephone interviews.

The physical presence of the interviewer may make some questions more salient and hence easier to answer, as we discuss in relation to embodied identities, below. But the physical presence or absence of the interviewer is likely to be most relevant to the nature of the response when more sensitive questions are being asked. Some questions are more at risk of respondents providing less 'open' answers because the questions (or answers) are felt to be sensitive. In such instances a face-to-face interviewer can influence the openness of responses in two ways. First, by building rapport they can encourage respondents to provide more open answers than in the more impersonal and seemingly less trustworthy context of a telephone interview. The way that face-to-face rapport enhances trust has been discussed in a number of studies (Aquilino, 1994; Cassell & Miller, 2007; DeMaio, 1984 in Roberts, 2007; Groves, 1990; Holbrook et al., 2003). Sensitive questions, however, may also be more subject to social desirability bias. That is, respondents will be inclined to give the answers that they think the interviewer will find acceptable. Social desirability bias, as a product of rapport with the interviewer, is also more likely to occur in a face-to-face interview (Krumpal, 2013). Conversational norms and the social aspects of the survey (Schaeffer & Presser, 2003) are typically stronger in face-to-face interactions (Kahn & Cannell, 1957). By contrast, the increased 'social distance' offered by telephone potentially facilitates less 'socially desirable' responses. However, without the positive influence of rapport, this may be offset by lower respondent trust in assurances of confidentiality over the phone (Groves, 1990). Therefore the direction of mode effects (face-to-face vs. telephone) in terms of which results in more open answers is not clear a priori.

However, none of these studies have tested mode effects in a longitudinal survey when rapport and trust have been established through face-to-face contact at the initial sweep. Longitudinal studies face the greatest levels of attrition between the first and second sweep. We can thus expect those who respond at the second sweep by whatever mode to have already been satisfied to some degree that their participation is worthwhile and the survey credible. In other words, from the second sweep onwards, trust should be equalised across face-to-face and telephone modes, while social desirability bias will nevertheless remain greater in face-to-face interviews.

As well as the questions themselves, the way they interact with respondent characteristics may also be important. While experimental designs should obviate the need for controls for individual characteristics, if the sample is shaped by differential response to mode then respondent characteristics may need to be controlled. The most important of these characteristics is cognitive ability. A respondent with higher cognitive ability or conscientiousness is more likely to put as much effort as is necessary to arrive at a 'correct' response (Hippler, Schwarz, & Sudman, 1987). In other words, satisficing is likely to be low regardless of interview mode. However, more cognitively demanding questions, such as attitudinal questions, may lead to respondents with lower cognitive skills satisficing or struggling to respond accurately. This indicates that care needs to be paid to ensure samples are matched on relevant characteristics before inferring mode effects.

**Identity and mode effects**

While there is a wealth of research on mode effects for different types of questions, there is, to date, no information on how questions to measure social and personal identity might perform in a mixed-mode
context, despite the rapid increase in research on identity in multi-topic surveys and across multiple disciplines (Casey & Dustmann, 2010; Constant & Zimmermann, 2008; Manning & Roy, 2010; Platt, 2014; Tilley, 2003). However, we can draw on general conclusions derived from the broader identity literature and what it might imply for mode effects for particular domains of identity expression to develop our theoretical expectations.

On the assumption that, other things being equal, individuals get more utility by expressing their identity (Akerlof & Kranton, 2010), we might expect responses to be largely mode invariant. However, the literature on identity measurement has emphasised responsiveness to context, that is, that people may express their identity differently in the presence of others (Hogg & Turner, 1987). On this basis, there appeared to be a reasonable case to consider that identity questions might be subject to mode effects in terms of different response patterns in the physical presence or absence of an interviewer, even under optimal implementation.

The suite of identity questions that we tested covered a wide range of different domains of identity: profession or occupation, ethnic group, religion, national identity, political identity, family identity, father’s or mother’s ethnic group, marital status, gender, age & lifestage, education, and sexual identity. Some of these, such as sexual and political identity, might be considered more sensitive while others such as life stage and gender identity could be expected to be more innocuous.

Some identity domains – ethnic group, father’s/mother’s ethnic group, gender, age & life stage – can all be considered embodied identities. Such identities are likely to increase in salience when they are experienced in relation to the physical social context introduced by the interviewer himself/herself. Identity and identification are well-recognised as being context contingent (Burton, Laurie, & Uhrig, 2010), social, and relational (Jenkins, 2008; Tajfel, 1981). Abrams (1996) has discussed how ‘private’ identities become salient and thus public in particular social situations. The interview situation represents one in which identities that may be ‘private’ are invited into the social or public domain through the act of questioning, and this may be reinforced by the physical presence of the interviewer.

While there has been extensive, and sometimes contradictory attention paid to the role of interviewer characteristics in determining responses (see e.g. Davis, Couper, Janz, Caldwell, & Resnicow, 2010), we might expect, in line with social identity theory (Tajfel, 1981), any face-to-face interviewer, by their physical presence, to heighten the salience of these social identities for the respondent (Krumpal, 2013); and we know that interviewer effects are greater in face-to-face compared to telephone interviews (West, Kreuter, & Jaenichen, 2013). While it might be reasonable to expect differences in ethnicity between interviewer and respondent to specifically render ethnic identity more salient, the literature on interviewer ethnicity and its impact on survey response is largely limited to the US; and even in those studies it is ambiguous and does not lead to straightforward expectations of how responses might be shaped by ethnic group (Davis et al., 2010).

Education and occupational identities are likely to increase in salience depending on the level of education and position in the occupational hierarchy. They are also potentially relational in the interaction with the interviewer, but we would expect them to be less sensitive to the physical presence of the interviewer. Similarly, family and marital status identities would appear to be little influenced by interview context.

Religious and national identities are likely to be more significant for some respondents than for others – for example for those with strong religious conviction and for those living in the smaller countries of the UK respectively. However, there would be no prima facie expectation that the physical presence or absence of an interviewer would heighten their salience: they are not relational in the way of physical attributes such as age and sex; and for those who have strong identities in these domains the expression of them is likely to be regarded as unproblematic in any context (Akerlof & Kranton, 2010).

Finally, there are two domains of identity that might be considered more ‘sensitive’ in conventional terms: these are political beliefs and sexual orientation. Voting behaviour and political orientation is notoriously susceptible to social desirability bias (Crewe, 2001; Holbrook & Krosnick, 2010; Jowell, Hedges, Lynn, Farrant, & Heath, 1993). While the identity questions are not asking the respondent
to identify their political orientation, it is plausible that any sensitivity around political beliefs will extend to the expression of identity.

Social desirability bias has also been demonstrated in relation to reporting of same-sex relationships (Villaroel et al., 2006). Clearly sexual identity covers both hetero- and homosexual identities, and it is therefore less clear whether sexual identity per se is sensitive. We might nevertheless expect any discussion of sexuality to be subject to the sort of conversational norms and taboos that are clearly evidenced in relation to sexual behaviours (Tourangeau & Yan, 2007), even if it is not directly linked to a specific form of sexuality. While the evidence on mode effects is mixed, if there are areas where mode effects are likely to occur, we would expect these two to be the strongest candidates.

**Theoretical expectations of mode effects in measurement of identity**

On the basis of this overview of relevant literature and findings, we therefore developed the following expectations:

First, we expected that ‘pure’ mode effects between telephone and face-to-face surveys, measured in terms of quality of responses or pattern of responses, would be limited, once we had ensured a common sample, equivalent implementation and random allocation, and controlled for differences in respondent characteristics.

Second, we expected mode differences in quality of response, if any, to show worse quality in telephone mode.

Third, we expected that there might be modest mode effects for particular embodied identity domains – ethnic group, parents’ ethnic group, gender and age & lifestage – with more emphatic responses (stronger identification) in face-to-face compared to telephone mode, shaped by the prompt of the physical presence of the interviewer.

Fourth, we did not expect to identify mode effects across educational, occupational, religious or national identities.

And finally, fifth, we anticipated that we might find modest mode effects in relation to political and sexual identity with stronger identification among telephone respondents, since they would be less susceptible to social desirability bias.

**Data, measures, design and methods**

**Data and sample**

We exploited a unique survey methodological resource, the *Understanding Society* Innovation Panel (IP). The IP is a longitudinal survey of a representative sample of 1500 households in Great Britain. It was established in 2008 with the aim of testing methodological issues in longitudinal surveys (Jäckle & Al Baghal, 2015). Adult household members (aged 16 and over) were interviewed (for approximately 30 min) in 2008 (first wave) and every year from then on as long as they are still living within Great Britain. New members who join the households of these original sample members are also interviewed as long as they continue to live with them. Children aged 10–15 complete a self-completion youth questionnaire and are allocated the adult questionnaire when they reach 16.

We use data from the second wave of the Innovation Panel, which was in the field during March–April 2009. Responses were obtained covering a total of 1870 adults, who were interviewed either by telephone or face-to-face. The survey incorporated a range of mode experiments (Lynn et al., 2010), including that on Mixed Modes and Measurement of Identity described below. We implemented a number of sample exclusions to ensure comparability of coverage across the modes. These exclusions are shown in Table 1. First, we excluded a small number of proxy responses. To maintain random allocation, we excluded those who switched between allocated modes, discussed further below. To ensure that we had a comparable longitudinal sample, we restricted our sample to those adults who had completed an adult questionnaire at the first wave 1, or who had completed a youth questionnaire but, at age 15 were then eligible for the adult interview in the second wave.
Finally, we excluded 34 cases erroneously interviewed face-to-face using a telephone instrument. This resulted in a sample of 1418 cases (79% of the non-proxy respondents), 40% of whom were interviewed face-to-face (N = 564) and the rest by telephone (N = 854).

Design of the experiment and the identity module

Experimental design
The experiment on Mixed Modes and Measurement of Identity was one of a set of mode experiments conducted in wave 2 of the Innovation Panel (Lynn et al., 2010). Assignment to telephone or face-to-face mode in the experiment was random, in line with experimental practice. Households were initially randomly assigned to one of three groups. The first group was interviewed face-to-face. The second and third groups were initially assigned to telephone. However, the achieved interview mode was not completely random. For group 2, if one household member could not do the telephone interview then all household members from then on were transferred to face-to-face. For group 3, attempts were made to interview all household members by telephone, and only those who refused (soft refusals) or could not be contacted were transferred to face-to-face (McFall, 2011).

A consequence of the specific design of the experiment where we allowed non-responders among those initially assigned to a telephone mode to switch to face-to-face mode was that those interviewed face-to-face included some respondents who had earlier refused to be interviewed by telephone. Accounting effectively for differences in selection is a critical, if sometimes neglected, issue for mode evaluations (Lugtig, Lensvelt-Mulders, Frerichs, & Greven, 2011; Vannieuwenhuyze & Loosveldt, 2013). In this case, if the telephone ‘refusers’ (who have now become face-to-face respondents) are systematically different from telephone respondents in terms of how they respond to the identity questions then any observed mode effect will partly be a consequence of this bias. Investigating response for ‘non-switchers’ (Group 1 face-to-face and Group 2 and Group 3 telephone respondents) compared to ‘switchers’ (Groups 2 and 3 face-to-face) we found that survey response among non-switchers was higher than that of switchers by around 15 percentage points (table available on request). This shows that switchers may be more similar to non-respondents than non-switchers (see Lynn et al. (2010) for a detailed description of response rates by interview mode). For this reason it was necessary to exclude those who had switched mode (as outlined in Table 1), to stick more closely to the principles of random assignment.

Identity questions and implementation of identity experiment
We explicitly adopted a unimode design (Dillman, 2000) for the identity experiment, implementing a question structure that was intended to equalise the questionnaire context, question stimulus and cognitive burden across the modes. The identity questions themselves were modelled on a suite which had been regularly used in face-to-face mode in a cross-sectional survey, the UK government Citizenship Survey, and so had been well tested in the field. The 13 questions in the identity module related to personal identity orientation and covered the following domains: occupation/profession; ethnic or racial background; religion; national identity; political beliefs; family; father’s/mother’s ethnic group; marital or partnership status; gender; age and life stage; level of education; sexual orientation. For the complete questions, see Figure 1.
The question asked respondents the importance of each of the thirteen domains ‘to their sense of who they are’. Our module differed from the Citizenship Survey questions on the exact identity dimensions measured and in the number of response categories (3 instead of 4). We reduced the number of categories in order to reduce cognitive burden and its differential impact across modes (Sudman & Bradburn, 1982, p. 269), and to avoid recency effects, where respondents are more likely to respond to the category that they have just heard. This can be an issue for telephone interviews (Holbrook, Krosnick, Moore, & Tourangeau, 2007; Krosnick, 1999). A narrow range of categories may also limit the extent of mode effects at the extremes of a scale, as found by Jäckle et al. (2010).

While a question module comprising 13 questions is somewhat long and potentially repetitive, we aimed to slow the pace and reduce satisficing by repeating the main question after every four items in the module (as illustrated in Figure 1). This was also intended to refresh the respondent’s memory of what was being asked and thereby to reduce cognitive burden.

Similarly, in line with our unimode design (Dillman, 2000), we avoided using showcards so that we would not provide visual stimulus in the face-to-face interviews that was not easily available to the telephone respondents.

Within the questionnaire the identity question module appeared at the same point in both modes, thus avoiding any potential, spurious context effects. The overall questionnaire length, including the identity module, was around 30 min.

**Methods**

We tested mode effects by testing differences in quality of responses and pattern of responses across the two interview modes.
We measured quality in terms of item non-response by the proportion of ‘don’t knows’ and refusals combined for each question, although there were very few refusals. We also, following Lugtig and Toepoel (2016), investigated mode differences for three other quality indicators: (i) proportions of respondents across modes who selected the same response for each of the questions in the identity module (straight-lining or satisficing), (ii) the average of the proportion of questions where the respondents selected the first category listed (primacy effect) and (iii) the average of the proportion of questions where the respondent selected the last category listed (recency effect).

We tested whether there were any significant differences in the proportions of responses that might indicate response quality differences across the modes in line with our expectations, using standard statistical tests: t-tests for continuous variables and, for discrete variables, Pearson’s \( \chi^2 \) test as well as Fisher’s exact test.¹

We tested differences in patterns of responses across modes by estimating a series of ordered logit models including mode as an explanatory variable for each of the identity domains, which allowed us to take account of the ordinal nature of the response categories.

In the implementation of the mode experiment, our aim was to ensure comparability of respondent characteristics across modes through random assignment (Heerwegh, 2009). However, differences in inclusion and response across modes meant there was still potential for the two groups to differ on relevant characteristics, through the exclusion of switchers (discussed above) and differences in rates of non-response or different types of people being non responders across the two modes; and randomly occurring differences, though these latter should be adequately addressed by the experimental design.

We therefore drew on key socio-demographic measures in order to compare – and control for the characteristics of the two samples. As discussed earlier it is particularly important to control for cognitive ability, as identity questions, being both attitudinal and autobiographical are more cognitively demanding than ‘factual’ questions (Hippler et al., 1987; Tourangeau, Rips, & Rasinski, 2000). As there was no direct measure of cognitive ability we included educational qualifications, which provide a rough approximation.

We describe the control variables used in the analyses in the Appendix 1. Table 2 provides the values and distributions of these socio-demographic variables across the two mode samples. Though the differences are not large, we can nevertheless observe some systematic variation.

We therefore estimated both an unadjusted model and an adjusted model controlling for the observed characteristics described in Table 2. For parsimony and ease of interpretation, we simply report the predicted probabilities for the responses by mode, but full tables of results are available on request.

While interviewer characteristics, such as ethnic group, may be relevant to the experienced salience of the identity domains, we lacked complete information on interviewer characteristics and so could not control for these. At the same time, ethnic minorities and immigrants are only present in very small numbers in our study, so mode effects cannot be estimated separately for them.

In all analyses we estimate robust standard errors to account for clustering of participants within areas. As the IP sample was selected with an almost equal selection probability (design weight for 99.31% of the sample is 1), we do not use design weights in the analysis.

**Results**

**Quality of response**

We did not find any statistically significant differences across modes for straightlining, primacy or recency effects (results available on request). For item non-response, we found that interview mode was only associated with occupation. Counter to our expectations, the probability of item non-response was higher in face-to-face mode (see Table 3). Looking further into the characteristics of these non-responders we found, however, that those in our analysis sample who reported ‘don’t know’ to the occupational identity question were not employed. The greater tendency of non-employed to say ‘don’t
know’ was consistent with overall lower reported importance of occupation among non-employed who did provide a substantive response to this question. For those not in paid work, occupational identity is less relevant and so less likely to comprise a pre-formed concept for the respondent. The proportions of non-employed were higher among the face-to-face sample than the telephone sample (6.5% as compared to 2.8%) and these differences were statistically significant suggesting that the slightly greater proportion of non-response in the face-to-face sample was being driven by the higher proportion of non-employed. The overall findings imply that item non-response is not a major concern for identity questions.

**Response patterns**

Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the probabilities of discrete responses by mode across the identity domains from the estimates of our ordered logit models with and without controls. In general, mode appears to

| Table 2. Comparison of socio-demographic characteristics of face-to-face and telephone samples.  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Face-to-face</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>( \chi^2 ) test p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female?</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
<td>55.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born in UK?</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic group is non-White?</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has access to a car?</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
<td>85.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of own children in household</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth cohort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900–1940</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941–1950</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951–1960</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961–1970</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–1980</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981–1990</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991–2000</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational qualifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First degree or higher</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School completion</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No qualifications</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owns house?</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>45.4%</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other religion</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current health status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good health</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Health</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor Health</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never Married</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated, divorced or widowed</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current activity status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>55.9%</td>
<td>59.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of residence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East and South</td>
<td>31.7%</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midlands</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Excludes respondents who switched interview modes from their initial assignments.  
\(^b\)Aggregate of all 2011 ethnic group categories, where respondents do choose one of the White groups.
have little association with responses. In the unadjusted analysis, mode differences were found to be significant at the 1% level for political beliefs and at around the 10% level for gender, age & life stage and education. For political beliefs, respondents to the telephone mode were more likely to consider
their beliefs important, and this was also the direction of the effect for education, while for gender and age & lifestage it was face-to-face respondents who were more likely to judge them as important. While the results for gender and age & lifestage and political identity were in line with our expectations, those for education were not.

When re-estimating the ordered logit controlling for characteristics (Table 5), the coefficient for mode effects for education reduced by half and was rendered statistically insignificant. The apparent mode effect could thus be convincingly attributed to differences in characteristics between the two samples. While the effects for gender and age & life stage also reduced in statistical significance, the coefficients reduced much less, suggesting that, in a larger sample, there might be evidence of a slight mode effect, and one that was in the expected direction. The effect was, however, small in magnitude: predicted probabilities indicated around a three percentage point increase in the chances of finding these aspects of identity ‘important’ in the face-to-face sample. Overall, it appeared that design and adjustment effectively compensated for any spurious mode effects and that there was little evidence for mode differences across 12 of the 13 domains.

The mode effect for political beliefs remained very similar across the two models in both size and statistical significance. The probability of considering political beliefs as ‘important’ only reduced to being eight rather than nine percentage points higher in telephone rather than face-to-face mode, once demographics were controlled, with over 40% of telephone responders but only about a third of face-to-face responders evaluating their political beliefs as important. The difference is sufficient to suggest sensitivity to mode for political identity, in line with the existing findings on greater openness about political beliefs in telephone surveys. However, with a battery of 13 questions, we cannot dismiss the possibility that one such significant association could be due to chance.

### Table 5. Estimates of identity response from ordered logit using with mode effect and additional characteristics as covariates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimated coefficient of interview mode</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Predicted probability of identity responses</th>
<th>Face-to-face</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Not very important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation/profession</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic or racial background</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National identity</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political beliefs</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s ethnic group b</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital or partnership status</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age and life stage</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Mode effects that are statistically significant at 1% level of significance are indicated in bold.

*a*Excludes respondents who switched interview modes from their initial assignments. Additional covariates included in the model are those listed in Table 2. Predicted probabilities have been computed by averaging the predicted probabilities of all observations.

b*Your mother’s ethnic group* was asked of only those whose mother’s race/ethnicity was different from that of her father and so there were only a handful of cases who were asked this question. So, we have omitted this question from the analysis.
Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we tested for mode effects for a varied module of 13 identity questions in a nationally representative longitudinal survey sample. We utilised a specifically longitudinal sample for two reasons: first, to recognise the increasing dominance of large longitudinal surveys in social research, and second the relative paucity of analysis of mode effects in such studies. By equalising survey context, questionnaire design and respondent characteristics, through random assignment and through operationalising a unimode design, we aimed to establish whether any of the identity questions were subject to mode effects operating purely through the differences engendered by the physical versus aural only presence of an interviewer. Because we were working with an established sample (that is those who chose to respond to the survey a second time), we were able to assume a certain level of trust in and engagement with the study from respondents, regardless of current mode of interview.

Of our 13 identity domains, none showed variation in quality as measured by non-response or don’t know, straightlining, primacy and recency effects and only one domain, political identity, showed clear evidence of mode differentials on substantive response. In telephone mode, respondents were more likely to perceive their political beliefs as ‘important’ to their identity, with a difference of around eight percentage points. This is consistent with the literature that expression of political beliefs and behaviour are susceptible to social desirability bias, and, in a situation of equal engagement with and trust in the survey, that telephone may offer greater scope for expressing political views (Cassell & Miller, 2007; Holbrook & Krosnick, 2010). This may be due to the reduced influence of those social norms that are created through rapport (Cappella, 1990; Cassell & Miller, 2007). While we were not asking about political beliefs, sensitivity to the general domain of ‘politics’ is arguably also likely to apply to political identity. However, we did not find a comparable effect for the sexual orientation question that we also considered ‘sensitive’. The fact that we found little evidence for mode effects, including for those domains where we did not anticipate strong differences across modes provides some endorsement for our unimode approach, suggesting that we had successfully eliminated spurious sources of variation across modes. This may be of practical value for those intending to implement such questions in mixed mode surveys.

We conclude that identity questions do not show strong evidence of direct mode effects. In a setting designed to eliminate or minimise sources of spurious variation across modes, the allocation of respondents to either telephone or face-to-face interview should not be expected to impact their responses to identity questions, and hence allows for comparison both within and across survey sweeps. While our findings have focused on the longitudinal context where mode may change across as well as within sweeps, and where we can condition on initial engagement, our findings may also have implications for cross-sectional surveys utilising different modes, if measures of trust or engagement within the survey can be exploited to adjust for potential variation. While our findings indicated, in line with studies of political beliefs, that political identity may be more sensitive to expression in the physical presence of the interviewer, we would treat this finding with caution until it can be supported by further studies.

Note

1. While Fisher’s exact test is more accurate when the size of at least one cell in the two-way frequency table of the two dichotomous variables is less than five, it is also a more conservative test. See Little (1989) for discussion of this debate. So, here we report both tests.
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Appendix 1

The control variables used in the analysis are described below. All variables were measured in wave 2, except for time-invariant variables which were measured the first time the respondent was interviewed.


**Gender**: This variable was 1 for female, 0 for male

**Migrant status**: Respondents were asked whether they were born in any of the 4 UK countries or outside UK. This variable was 1 for those who reported they were born in any one of 4 UK countries, 0 otherwise.

**Ethnic group**: Respondents were asked what their ethnic group was and were asked to choose from 15 response (or 14 if in Scotland) options. This question was a variant of the 2001UK Census ethnic group question. All those who chose ‘white British’, ‘White Scottish’, ‘Other White British’, were coded as 1, all others 0.

**Religious affiliation**: Respondents were asked whether they belonged to a religion. If they said yes, they were asked about their religious affiliation (11 response options). Those who said they did not belong to a religion they were asked if they were brought up in one and if so what that was (11 response options). These two sets of responses were combined and a combined religious affiliation variable was constructed. Their religious affiliation was recoded into a 3 category variable: No religious affiliation, Christian, Other religion. The reference category was Christian.

**Region of residence**: The region of residence of the respondent was coded into 6 category variable: London, East and South excluding London, Midlands, North, Wales and Scotland. London was the reference category.

**Highest educational qualification**: This was categorised into these categories: First degree or higher, School completion, Other, No qualifications. The reference category was no qualifications.

**Main activity status**: Respondents were asked about their current activity status and they could choose from 11 categories. This was recoded into a 4-category variable: employed (in paid employment or self-employed), unemployed, retired, other (full-time student, taking care of family, on maternity leave, long term ill or disabled, in government training). The reference category was employed.

**Marital status**: The current marital status was categorised into a 3 category variable: Never married, Married, in civil partnership or cohabiting and if separated, divorced or widowed. The reference category was Married, in civil partnership or cohabiting.

**Health**: Respondents were asked about their general health and they could choose one of 5 categories which were recoded into a 3 category variable: Excellent or very good, Good or fair and poor. The reference category was Excellent or very good.

**House ownership**: This is a 0–1 variables, which equals 1 if the house that the household resides in is owned (mortgaged or owned outright or part-owned & part-rented) by the household and 0 otherwise (that is, if rented privately or socially or some other arrangement).

**Car access**: In the household questionnaire, the household respondent was asked whether they or anyone in the household had access to a car or van for private use. Additionally, the adult individual respondents who reported they had a driving licence were asked if they normally had access to a car or van which they could use whenever they wanted to. These variables were combined into a two category variable – 1 if the individual or the household have access to a car, 0 otherwise.